November 16, 2020
Beef –
Ribs- The rib market was mixed. Choice product firmed nearly two percent as buyer again stepped into
the market. The early pull slowed into this week, but we saw renewed interest. Select ribs were lower –
the only sub classification that saw weakness. Grading slipped this week on the top grades which put
additional select product on the market.
Rounds- The round complex saw the largest week-over-week gains. Colder weather that started to hit many
areas of the country and economic uncertainty saw retailers turn to more traditional winter items that
provided value to their customers. There were some planned features that prompted buying activity.
Striploins / Tenderloins: - After weeks of declining prices, with product falling under the weight of ample
supplies and very limited buying activity, some of the bleeding stopped in the loin complex. Strips and
short loins were still soft, but it seemed that better interest in top butts and renewed buying for
tenderloins helped prices form a base.
Dry Aged Room – Short loins 1x1 strips –Exports – BI Strips 28 days. Ask about Local Harvest Dry Aged.
Briskets- Briskets did start to see increased interest in the latter trading sessions. Cookers / processors
continue to monitor and time the buy prior to the winter run up.
Chucks - Despite unfavorable exchange rates, tightening of cattle in Mexico has left a void for many
chuck items. Product for export picked up as a result. Combine this with normal seasonal interest in the
United States and it is no wonder why product appreciated through the week.
Ground Beef – Ground beef was slogging along, and there was better trade activity this week, however,
prices were generally sideways. There is still a lot of product on the market and this is one product that
has been surprisingly soft given the price point.

Pork –
Hogs - Over the last week, the industry has seen a rise in crop prices, pushing the corn futures higher. This
has negatively impacted the hog futures. Producers will be less willing to produce more hogs if they are
anticipating increased feed costs.
Bellies- Hams, bellies, and trim, across the board, are trading steady/weak. Heading into the holidays,
processors will order less and take extended time off, both to celebrate the season and to perform
preventative maintenance. We can expect this to continue through the end of the year

Loins- As it’s been seen that retail demand has picked up over the past few weeks, the loin market is
holding together steadily to accommodate. As with the story on conversion within the butt complex, the
loins will follow. We may see the b/in loin pricing soften while the boneless will increase due to labor
struggles. That same story can be assumed to ring true on bone in centers, as well.
Dry Aged Room – Looking for something new and exciting? Ask about our 14-day aged pork. Best Stuff!

Butts- As packers across the industry are struggling with labor, we are seeing b/in butts to stay on the
side of steady/weak. There is still a large number of hogs scheduled for slaughter and without the labor in
the plants to convert to boneless, we will see the price on b/in butts weaken. On the flipside, the
competition to get boneless covered will be steep, causing that market to go up.

Ribs - Many end users within the rib complex switched from back ribs to St Louis over the past several
months to cover needs. We are beginning to see those demands effect the STL complex availability and
pricing and we can expect it to stay steady, with the possibility of rising even further as labor issues effect
packers’ availability to get this item produced. The story on back ribs will remain the same as it has over
the last several months and that pricing will stay steady as well.

Chicken/Poultry –
Summary -Jumbo wings were up again and all wing demand still remains extremely high. Jumbo breast
meat is slightly up this week as demand has started to pick up. Medium breast is down as availability of
this size has continued to increase. The WOG market was slightly down this week with demand and
supply being mostly in line. Jumbo tenders were up as buyers may be looking for wing alternatives. Small
tenders were down because much like medium breast supply is becoming more available. The back half
of the bird still has near historic low pricing, but interest has still yet to materialize.

Market Trends:
Turkey - Whole bird demand is expected to remain high as UB is anticipating a strong holiday season.
Turkey time is here. Small birds are very, very tight.
Whole Birds – WOG market was slightly up this week with demand and supply mostly in line.
Jumbo Breast – Jumbo breast demand was slightly up. Medium breasts were down as product availability
is increasing. Jumbo wings were up again.
Tenders - Jumbo tenders are up. Small tender was down with more supply becoming available.
Dark Meat- The back half of the bird is low.
Wings- Wing demand is extremely high with all sizes being sold at a premium with college and
professional football.

Lamb/Veal –
Domestic- The Colorado Lamb market remains steady for next week as well. Colorado Lamb products
are in tight supply due less lambs being harvested in the United States at this time as well as very strong
retail demand for all cuts. We will see stronger harvesting numbers soon and more supply but do not
expect any decrease on Colorado Lamb products as the cost for whole Lambs has increased as well as
demand throughout the United States. I suggest staying ahead of Lamb legs, BRT’s and all styles of

racks as these products are in demand for the Thanksgiving Day, Christmas and New Year’s Eve
Holidays!!!!!

Australian/New Zealand – The Australian Lamb market remains steady for next week . Australian Lamb products
are very much in demand for the retail trade and will continue to be in demand throughout the winter season,
pricing may increase. Lamb stew and ground products should remain steady through November/December 2020.
The New Zealand Lamb market also remains steady for next week. The smaller sized frenched racks, 12-14 & 1416 oz. portions are getting very tight in supply, please do your best to stay ahead of your inventories as pricing
may increase as we get closer to the holiday season in December.

ib chops, Veal stew meats and Grinds.

Seafood Market Update
Halibut: We have Halibut in house. Market is coming back down to life and will be steady for the next week.
Thanksgiving is right around the corner so some boats are staying in, which will keep the price steady.
Mahi: Brand new product in the house. I just unloaded it this morning and inspected it myself. REALLY PRIMO
STUFF. COO is Ecuador.
Tuna: Just checked out the core with our Sashibo and it is BEAUTIFUL!! Tuna market is rising as
Thanksgiving nears, less boats fishing.
Sword: Fresh product in house today. Sword is rolling right now. Prices will stay consistent, as the same number
of boats that are fishing now will continue to fish through the holiday.
Oysters: Thanksgiving is coming up. We have plenty of oysters in house plus I have access to other flavors. We
also can get shucked oysters easily. Tell us what you need!
Haddock: Beautiful haddock fillet in house!! All B/S fillets from Norway.
Cod Fillet: You know the deal, best on the block.
Blue Cat: SAVE THE BAY!!!

Rockfish: Plenty of rock in house and looking great! Prices are staying strong right now, as plenty of local boats
getting out in the bay.
Salmon – Faroe, Canadian, Chilean anyway you would like it.

